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Abstract
Wisconsin K-12 students have few opportunities to study geoscience outside of required units in fourth and eighth grade, resulting in a lack of understanding about educational and career opportunities available regardless of ethnicity, gender, etc.  
Although we are training new geologists every year, the deficit for the geoscience workforce will be approximately 130,000 by 2029 (Gonzales and Keane, 2020).   Also, students are looking for altruistic careers, something geoscience can fill.  To 
address assumptions of perception such as presented in Brookfield (2017), students played Geology Bingo, which consists of 25 activities about the discipline, employment opportunities, and meaningful careers to help their communities.  Activities 
were selected and arranged so all students had a path to completion regardless of internet access, transportation, or money. Geology students completed a pretest and post-test covering questions about their understanding of the science of 
geology, career opportunities in geology, and their satisfaction with their current majors.

Research Statement

This project aims to increase student understanding of the 
geosciences, career opportunities, and opportunities for 
altruism using geoscience by allowing them to choose the 
aspects of the discipline most important to them through the 
use of a Geology Bingo card.

Methodology

• Pre-test
• Geology Bingo project
• Post-test
• Repeated in Fall and Spring semesters

Introduction

Many students taking introductory geoscience classes do so to 
satisfy general education credits for their degrees.  However, 
traditional ways of presenting career opportunities in the 
geosciences as part of lectures or class discussions seem to 
have little effect in recruiting students to the major.  
Additionally, according to research conducted by Carter et al. 
(2021), incoming geoscience students are rating concerns 
about helping their communities and helping their 
environments more highly than careers focused on spending 
time outdoors.
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Selected Agree/Disagree Questions from the Pre-Test/Post-Test Survey 

1) I understand what the science of geology/geoscience is about.
2) Geology/geoscience is important to my everyday life.
3) I can use what I know about geology to help others.
4) I can have a successful career in geology.
5) I can help the environment using geology/geoscience.
6) I can use my knowledge and/or skills in geology to help my community.

Student Comments

• “I wish I had more opportunities to take geology-type classes throughout
middle/high school.”

• Wished known prior to taking geology: “Maybe like some baseline facts 
about the Earth and study of geology.”

• “I have found geology to be a fascinating subject, and I have learned a lot
more than I thought there was to know about the subject.”

• “Geology has helped me understand the importance of the environment 
and how identifying minerals can help you understand the significance of 
environmental sights [sic].”

Conclusions

1) Low participation rate in fall impacted results.  Experiment repeated in 
spring and is ongoing.

2) Effect of SoTL intervention unclear between Geology 102 and 
Geology/Geography 174 because of topics covered in 174.

3) Students are reporting satisfaction with geology, but not enough to change 
their planned majors.
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Incorporation of Equity and Social Justice

• Students chose their activities based on their interests
• Traditional recruitment activities side-by-side with 

opportunities for volunteering
• Options allowed students to incorporate the social justice 

aspects important to them
• Options include activities that do not involve cost or 

transportation

Figure 1 (Top): The Geology Bingo card used for both semesters of the project.  
Red circles mark traditional recruitment activities often used to attract 
students.  Yellow starts mark altruistic activities where students can use what 
they know about geoscience to help others.

Figure 2 (Bottom): Environmental Geology 150 students on their class field 
trip to High Cliff State Park, Sherwood, WI on April 15, 2023.  Such an image of 
students working on geology in the field is commonly used by geoscience 
departments to recruit students to the major.
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